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RENCI FOCUS: DATA SCIENCE TO ENABLE RESEARCH,
INNOVATION, AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
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Driving Technology Development
FOUNDATIONAL TECHNOLOGIES
DATA SCIENCE
• iRODS

COMPUTING
• HPC
• Performance
Optimization

NETWORKING
• Software Defined
Networks
• NIaaS

SOFTWARE
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• Open Source
Development
• Hydroshare
• SRS

• InfoViz
• SciViz
• GeoViz
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Original 5 Year Goal:
A National Center for Data Science
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Revised Concept Whitepaper - 2013
Key conclusions:
• Data science needs to emerge as a
complete domain science other par
with other domains
• A public-private partnerships are
necessary to access the requisite
talent and perspectives
• Long-term thinking is essential, and
should focus on research,
education, and commerce
http://data2discovery.org/
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NCDS Activities
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Why a Consortium?

Time

Participation

Consortium can plant a stake in the ground
quickly: significant funding and full-time
staff not essential to launch.

Ability to have your voice heard, define the
issues to be tackled.

Flexibility

Community

Able to try different models, different key
projects, different core foci to see what
works best and to respond to changing and
varied needs and interests.

Consortium is a community. Building a
community can become the foundation
for a center (a physical place).
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The National Consortium for Data Science

Mission

Vision

Help secure US role as leaders in data science
research & education, position US industry to
use the power of data to drive economic growth

Focused multi-sector, multidisciplinary
data science community to solve big data
challenges and drive the field forward

Goals
Engage broad communities of data experts
Coordinate data science research priorities that span disciplines and industries
Facilitate development education & training programs
Apply NCDS expertise to data challenges in science, business and government

is a strategic approach to data science and big data opportunities
www.data2discovery.org/data-observatory
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NCDS Members

The Big Data Frontier
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NCDS: A Public-Private Partnership
Shared
Benefits

Glimpse into future trends, leads to competitive advantages

Positive exposure and visibility

Access to emerging academic tools

Opportunities for joint/educational/workforce materials

Access to organizations with complimentary agendas

NCDS helps to fill a “concierge” role facilitate such things as:
• Identifying ideas for collaboration, revenue generation

Cost Reductions (access to shared data platform)

Industry
Benefits

Through

• Identifying opportunities for cross-marketing, public relations
and communications

Academic
Benefits

Through

Nonprofit and Gov’t
Benefits

• Cost reduction

• Shared curated data

• Cost reduction

• Shared curated data

• Access to:

• Risk reduction

• Shared protocols

• Influence on key
open data science
tools

• Hosting student
interns

• Funding for faculty
and students

• Faculty course ‘buyouts’ to fund selected
research projects

• Leading edge
research

• Data science
research on horizon

• Potential future
employees, lower-risk
vetting/recruiting
• Opportunities for precompetitive
collaboration
• Place industry
scientists in academe

• Sponsoring research
fellows
• Working directly with
academic
researchers on jointprojects
• Preferred access to
and/or customized
training and
education for industry
staff

• Opportunities to
participate in
collaborative
research with NCDS
partners

• Access to industry
• New curriculum, new
programs

• Attract best students
and faculty

• Funding for graduate
students to work in
partnership with
industry
• Access to industry
resources such as
reduced cost
software and
hardware

• Access to industry
• Applied problem
solving
• Regional economic
development
• Policy enhancements

Through
• Hosting research
fellows
• Working with
industry and
academe
• Increased
understanding of
issues and
opportunities
• Coalitions to provide
end-to-end solutions
for business
development
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NCDS Value Proposition

Industry Value:
Collaborative access
to expertise and best
practices in managing
and exploiting data
across academia,
industry and
government.

Academic Value:
Research advantages
and data science
leadership through
collaboration with data
science experts and
collaborative access
to data expertise
across academia,
industry and
government

Government
Value:
Mission impact,
enhanced reputation,
wise use of taxpayer
dollars through
collaborative access to
data expertise across
academia, industry
and government

Strategic marketing consultants:
CMG Partners
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NCDS Highlights: 2013-2015
NCDS Leadership Summit
Keynote by Eric Green, NHGRI, 300+ in attendance
60+ data and genomic science thought leaders
Focused discussion on genomic data produced strategic white paper
delivered to White House Office of Science and Technology Policy

2015 NCDS Faculty Fellows
David Gotz, PhD, School of Information and Library Science, UNC Chapel
Hill. Visual Analytics for Large-scale Temporal Event Data.
Erik Saule, PhD, department of computer science, UNC Charlotte. Toward
Machine Oblivious Graph Analysis.
Erjia Yan, PhD, College of Computing and Informatics, Drexel University.
Assessing the Impact of Data and Software on Science Using Hybrid
Metrics.

Other Events
Data Careers events: industry panels with hundreds of students
Annual “Data Matters” Short Course Series
$2.2M “Research Opportunities Initiative” award from State of NC
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NCDS Components

Data Fellows
Program

Working
Groups

Data Science
Events

Data Lab &
Observatory

Seed grants for
faculty & post-docs to
work on consortiumapproved projects;
NCDS review panel
evaluates proposals

Deep dive into
issues of interest
to members

Leadership
Summits

Shared, distributed
infrastructure
housing large
organized research
data; serves as a
platform for data
R&D and data
science education

Industry internships
for graduate students

Visiting industry data
scientists at member
universities

Involves
members,
nonmembers,
students/writers
Produces
papers, position
statements,
events, etc.

Data Matters
(Summer)
Student Career
events
(Fall/Spring)

Invite lectures and
outreach
(ongoing)
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Data Science Faculty Fellow Program
Fosters private-public relationships, engages future data scientists, bridges
gaps between research and practice, create NCDS-sponsored scholarship
Late September:
RFP released

November 1:
Proposal due

November 15:
Notification of acceptance

Initial Focus

Seed grant approach to fund initial
cadre of Fellows from NCDS
academic member campuses

Teaming with an NCDS member
encouraged; industry-led selection
process

Funds used for course buy-outs,
summer salary, graduate student
support, conference travel and
modest infrastructure costs

Target: 3 awards,
$50K each, focus on
early career faculty

Additional support provided by UNC General Administration to offer
fellowships to UNC System campuses
www.data2discovery.org/data-fellows
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Data Matters Short Course Series
Purpose:
1 and 2-day courses aimed at managers in business, research and
government looking to improve their data skills
and literacy.
•
•

2014: 110 attendees from academia, industry,
government and nonprofits.
Instructors from UNC Chapel Hill, Duke, Cisco,
Penn State, RENCI, UMass, and Saffron

2014 Attendees by
Organization Type
Non Profit
6%

University
62%

Federal
Govt
State 7%
Govt
Non Profit
6%
Federal Govt

Industry
17%

State Govt
Industry
University
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Workforce Training
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Workforce Training
June 22-23
Introduction to Data Science

June 24

June 25-26

The Internet of Things: Data Introduction to Data Mining
Creation and Use
and Machine Learning

Introduction to Information
Visualization

Big Data in Health and
Medicine

System Dynamics and
Agent-based Modeling

Data Science Using R

Collecting, Classifying, and
Analyzing Big Data

Social Network Analysis:
Description and Inference

Data Curation: Managing
Data throughout the
Research Lifecycle

Open(ing) Data:
Considerations in Data
Sharing and Reuse

www.datamatters.org
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NCDS Working Groups
Purpose:

Focus NCDS activities on data challenges of interest to
members, which will better engage members, increase value of
NCDS membership, and provide another mechanism to produce
products and establish thought leadership.

Structure:

Built around a topic; at least 3 NCDS members plus
nonmember experts; 1-year lifetime; initial in-person meeting,
2-3 teleconferences and final in-person meeting

Outcomes:

White papers, position papers, best practice documents,
lectures, panels, special events, etc.

2015 Topics:
1. Data Challenges of the Internet of Things
2. Data Science Opportunities in the U.S
Workforce
3. Anonymizing Data – (i.e., use of synthetic data
sets)
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NCDS Working Groups

Planned workshops
July 29-30, San Jose, CA: Industrial Internet
Late 2015, Chicago, IL: Smart Cities
Early 2016, RTP Region, NC: Mobile Health

Goal: Help define a shared research agenda which will assist the NSF in guiding
IoT-related data science research priorities moving forward.
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NC Data Science and Analytics Initiative
• Shared, multi-institutional data environment for collaboration and
discovery
• Collaborative data store and discovery - iRods V4, DataVerse
Network
• On-demand cloud computing for analytics workflows – NCSU’s
Virtual Computing Lab (VCL)
• Includes proposal process and financial support for promising
data-related research across campuses
• Web interface, also connectors to “conventional” HPC and
Hadoop
• Distributed authentication managed by each campus.
• 3 years, $2.2M investment by the State of North Carolina
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Five Phase Process

Ideation

Formation

Implementation

Growth

Maturity

Phase 1

Ideation: articulating the idea and the vision

Phase 2

Formation: getting early members; establishing an actual group of stakeholders

Phase 3

Implementation: establishing bylaws, some initial programs, working groups, begin to show
value and build momentum: programs mostly founder-driven.

Phase 4

Growth: developing new programs and building on existing ones as determined by
membership. Organization becomes member-driven and founders give up some control.

Phase 5

Maturity: consortium is now a sustainable, member-driven organization, perhaps with
professional administrators/managers. New org structure?
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NCDS: Early Stage Lessons Learned
Value:
• Hard to show in early stages & with broad membership—but
essential to build momentum
• Managing needs and expectations of members requires balancing
what members value and strategic goals
Membership:
• How to accommodate multiple units in large organizations?
• How to accommodate small business and entrepreneurs?
• How to diversify (location, domain/sector, culture/race/gender)?
• Need “evangelicals” to show the way for other prospects
Legal/Structural:
• Legal/structural details take time
• Need some structure, but also need flexibility
Needs vs. Means:
• “Incubating organization” must lead in earliest stages, but key
transition point is to a member-driven consortium
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Some Future Directions
• NSF Big Data Regional Innovation Hubs
• Emerging partnership with NCBSTI:
 Survey/research of data science assets in the
state
 Develop “Data Sciences Index” and other
methodology to assess the state’s relative
standing nationally.
 Survey employer skill needs.
• Seeking new members and participants with energy
and ideas!
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Thank you!
David Knowles
dknowles@renci.org

extra
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Developing Data Science Will:

Develop

Create

Enable

Assist

Establish

the next
generation of
data science
experts and
leaders

strategies,
practices and
scientific
methods for
understanding
data

more
collaborations
among data and
domain scientists,
business,
academia and
government

those who are
struggling to
collect, analyze,
manage and
use data

methodologies
for measuring
the value and
impact of data
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A National Center for Data Science Will:

Aid in developing
principles and theories
that enable data
discoveries and
innovations to power
economic activity

Engage stakeholders
from all sectors to
address grand
challenge problems
of data science

Shape and create
national curricula
for data science
education

Developing a National Center for Data Science Will:

Accelerate
technology transfer
and creation of datarelated businesses
and products

Promote development
of a national data
science strategy

Develop technical,
ethical and policy
standards for using
and sharing data
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iRODS is Middleware
iRODS is open source data grid middleware for…
•
Data Discovery
•
Workflow Automation
•
Secure Collaboration
•
Data Virtualization

Applications/Users

iRODS Middleware Layer

iRODS Data Grid

-

abstracts out the low-level I/O

Operating System

-

provides a uniform interface to
heterogeneous storage systems
(POSIX and non-POSIX)

Filesystem

middleware `midl,we(ə)r
noun software that acts
as a bridge between an
operating system or
database and
applications, especially
on a network

iRODS lets system administrators roll out
an extensible data grid without changing
their infrastructure.
(Heterogeneous) Storage Systems

Data is accessed using familiar APIs.

iRODS is Open Source
iRODS is open source data grid middleware for…
•
Data Discovery
•
Workflow Automation
•
Secure Collaboration
•
Data Virtualization

The iRODS Consortium exists to ensure the sustainability of iRODS by:
• Ensuring that iRODS source code remains freely available for use and
modification.
• Promoting the adaptation of iRODS to a variety of hardware and software
platforms.
• Supporting continued development of core iRODS features.
• Facilitating interaction among members of the iRODS developer community.
• Providing a forum for key stakeholders to guide ongoing development of iRODS.
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iRODS Consortium
•
•

Membership model for adoption, growth, and support of iRODS
Members: RENCI, The DICE Center, DataDirect Networks, Seagate,
The Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute, EMC Corporation, NASA

Membership benefits
•
•
•
•

Free and prioritized support, training, and documentation
Voting and participation in determining:
-Release roadmaps, testing, certification, standards
Co-marketing and branding
Involvement in planning and governance

Strategic partnerships
•
•
•

Dual support models with consortium
Proprietary extensions and kits
New development and technical directions
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iRODS Consortium Members
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iRODS Consortium: Lessons Learned
This is not a fast process:
• Staying within the university is slower, but lower risk.
• Getting community buy-in takes time.

Difficult to change what you're doing and how you're
doing it at the same time
• Changing iRODS technology and governance simultaneously

Structure matters: The type of organization must match
objectives
• Non-profit, member-driven as opposed to private organization

Don’t do this in a vacuum.
• Need major stakeholders and evangelists.

Success in:
•

Obtaining memberships from storage vendors
and existing users
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